
Microfiber Cloths 

Microfiber cloth has been used as small eyeglass cleaning cloths and in the clothing industry for a number of years.  Since 

first introduced Microfiber has been redesigned into a terry-cloth type material that is excellent for cleaning and general 

utility purposes.   It is a polyester/polyamide fabric which is 100 times finer than a human hair, containing 90,000 

Microfibers per square inch.  This allows it to hold moisture and remove dirt with a much reduced chance for surface 

scratching.  Initially the cloths were on the pricey side, but with increased production and suppliers, these dandy clean-up 

clothes are now quite affordable. 

Marie Syrett, WBCCI # 9313, found rarely needs scrubbing if we squeegee also serve well getting “road kill” bugs a 

bundle of Microfiber cloths (see at- and then finish with the Microfiber cloth off the front of the rig. tached photo) at Sam’s 

Club for about each time. 

$13.00 in the automotive section.  Wal- Bring some Microfiber cloths into Mart also has rolled packages of three Microfiber 

cloths are great around your life and see how useful they can in the automotive section for about the kitchen and bathroom 

sink areas. be.   I recommend them highly! $5.00, labeled as detailer’s cloths. They are especially useful for cleaning the 

bathroom sink bowl and kitchen 

These things are excellent for clean- sink, making them appear fresh and ing 

windows, the inside of vehicle wind- new looking.  Some people use them to 

shields, and mirrors when just slightly dry dishes because of their absorbency. 

damp with water.  They do not leave a They are great for dry general purpose 

streak of oil or finger print smudge dusting, especially for TV screens, 

comremaining.  And the beauty of it is that puter laptop screens and around the 

this can be accomplished without using vehicle dashboard. 

any chemicals or cleaning potions. 

They also can be used for touch-up 

The author has always been a pro- cleaning of the RV or vehicle in campponent 

of drying the shower stall after grounds where “washing” is prohibited. using it.  

The fiberglass walls and anod- We towed the white Jeep in the rain ized 

aluminum frames just glow after a behind the motorhome.  When we arpass with 

the cloth.  The less moisture rived at the campsite, it was covered we allow to 

build up in the camper, the with a gray dirty film.  I filled the Microfiber less 

chance of that musty smell that cloth with as much water as it would seems to 

develop in older units.  These hold and sponged the windows and the cloths will 

hold three or more times the hood to disturb the dirt.  Then I rang out moisture 

during clean up that a similar the cloth and got the remaining dirty size chamois 

will hold.  The shower stall droplets off with wonderful results. 


